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LET C,(X; R) and C*(X; R) denote the normalized chain and cochain complex respectively 
of a simply connected space X over a P.I.D. R. The Alexander Whitney diagonal map gives 
C,(X; R) the structure of a graded coalgebra over R. Let s-‘PC, denote the subcomplex of 
primitive chains shifted down one dimension. Dually C*(X; R) is a graded algebra over R 
with the usual cup product. Let s-l QC* denote the quotient complex of the indecomposable 
cochains shifted down one dimension. Then the main result of this paper is: 
Theorem 3.2. With the above notation 
and 
Q&s- iPC*) Z R&RX; R) 
nq(s- ‘QC*) z @(RX; R). 
The first section reviews the definitions and notation used. In the second section we 
show that the chain coalgebra of any Kan complex admits a product structure, although not 
a Hopf algebra structure. This structure allows us to compute the Cotor (Tor) functors on 
the chain coalgebra (cochain algebra) (Theorem 2.4) in an important case. 
The topological results in $3 follow from these results together with the Adams cobar 
construction. A new class of higher order cohomology operations is then described. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M be a simplicial set (C.S.S.) complex. The face and degenerary operators will be 
denoted by di and si . We say that M is a reduced set complex if M has only one zero simplex. 
This simplex, together with its degeneracies, will be denoted by e. Details may be found 
throughout the literature, for example [3] and [5] Chapter VIII. 
We say that A4 satisfies the weak extension condition if given two simplices, such that the 
first face of one is the last face of the other, then there is a simplex whose first and last faces 
are the two given simplices. More precisely 
(1.1) If x and y are q - 1 simplices of M such that de x = d4_ iy, then there exists a q simplex 
zofMsuchthatd,z=yandd,z=x. 
It can be easily verified that a Kan complex (see p. 283 [3]) satisfies the weak extension 
condition. 
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If M, has the structure of a group (respectively monoid) for each 4 and if the maps di 
and Si are homomorphisms, then iV is called a group (monoid) complex. Note that e is the 
identity element in each dimension. 
Let X be a simply connected topological space with base point and let S(X) denote the 
set complex of singular simplices .r:A, + X, which send the l-skeleton of A4 to the basepoint 
of ,Y. Then S(X) is a Kan complex with only one simplex e in dimensions 0 and 1 and thus 
satisfies (I. 1) (see p. 287 [3]). 
Define the normalized chain complex C,(,V) by setting C,( ;\I) equal to the free abelian 
group generated by the q-simplices of M module the free abelian group generated by the 
degenerate 4 simplices of M. If M = S(X), then C,(J1) % Z and C,(.W) = 0. Furthermore 
H,(M) is the singular homology theory of X. 
Definition 1.2. The Alexander Whitney diagnonal A:C’,(M) -+ $ C,(M) @ C,_,(M) 
k=b 
4- 1 
isdefinedbyAx=e@x+ c k?c @ )(4-k + s@ ewheresisaqsimplexand,,~ = dk+l ... d,.~ 
k= I 
is the front k dimensional face of s and ,Y~_~ = do . . . d,_ ,,Y is the back (cl - k) dimensional 
face of x. 
If .y is a degenerate simplex of M, then it can be checked that either ks or .‘;u_~ is 
degenerate for k = 1, . . . , q - I (p. 242 [5]). Thus A is well defined on the normalized chain 
complex. Let R be a P.I.D. Then C,(M; R) = C,(M) @ R is a coassociative DGA coalgebra 
over R. 
Introduce the sign convention 5 = (- 1) ¶+‘a for UE C&M; R). Let C,(M; R) denote the 
augmentation cokernel, that is the complex of positive dimensional chains. Then A induces 
a map a:c*(fbf; R)-t c”,(hf; R)O c,(M; R) by setting 5.x = 1 F,.uo ,Y~_~ where x is a 
k=1 
q simplex of M. Let PC,(M; R) denote the subcomplex of primitive chains under A. Then it is 
clear that PC,(M; R) = ker A. 
Let B,,, = T~,(M; R) be the reduced cobar construction of the coalgebra C,(M; R). 
That is B,,, is the free R-module whose (-p, q) component, B_,,, , is generated by elements 
of the form [alI . . . la,] where GEE cs(M; R) and C dim n, = q. There is a differential 
~‘zB_,,~+ B_,_,,, defined by 
(l-3) 
Dually the cochain complex C*(M; R) = Hom(C,(M), R) is an associative DGA 
algebra over R with the usual cup product. The quotient complex QC”(M; R) and the 
reduced bar construction B*** with differential 6’: B-P-q + Bmpi’r4 are defined analog- 
ously. 
Given a graded augmented algebra A* over R, there is a bigraded functor Tor,.(R, R). 
Similarly if A, is a graded augmented coalgebra, there is a bigraded functor Coto?+(R, R). 
For definitions and details see [2] for Cotor and Chapter X [j] for Tor. The following 
proposition is contained in the above references. 
PROPOSUIOX 1.4. Let C,(M; R) “(C*(M; R) “) denote the underlying graded augmented 
coalgebra of chains (algebra of cochains). 
Then 
Cotor C*(l~~; R)’ 
-PP, 4 
(R, R) = fp*,, 3 2’) 
Tar $;; R)s(R, R) = HP(B **4, 6’). 
92. ALGEBRAIC RJZ2SLIZT.S 
In this section we show that, under certain circumstances, C,(M; R) has a product. 
This product induces a “ contraction ” on the cobar construction and gives us our main 
algebraic theorem. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a reduced complex. Then we say that M admits a join operation 
if for every XE Mp and y E Mq there is a simplex ,U*J E M,,, which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a> jCx*Y> = (c(j_,yJ 
. 
1:: : i 
Cb) Cx*Y>j = (rij_n)*y ifj I q ifj > q 
(c) (Si x)*y = &(x*y) 
Cd) x*(11 Y> = Sp+ i(“*Y) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a reduced complex which is either a monoid complex or satisfies 
the weak extension condition (l.I), then M admits a join operation. 
Proof. First assume that M is a monoid complex. If XE M, and y E icr, define 
x*y=(sp-l~~~s~y)(sp+q-l~~~spx). 
Then (a)-(d) may be verified by a straightforward computation. It is easily seen that the 
* operation is associative, but that d is not a derivation on the induced product in C,(M). 
Now assume that M satisfies (1 1). We shall construct the simplices x*y by induction 
on p + q. If p = q = 0, define x*y = e. The conditions are trivially satisfied. 
Assume that x*y is constructed for all .Y and y such that dim I + dim y < p + q and 
let x and y be simplices of dimension p and q respectively. 
Case 1. Assume x = Si x’ where 0 I i < p, 
In this case x’*y is already defined, and we set .~*y = si(Y*y). 
Then 
j(x*y) = dj+l “‘d,+qsi(X’*y) 
i 
Sidj***dp+q_1(X’*y) i<jlp 
= dj+l **.dp+q-1(X’*y) j<i<p 
sidj...d,+,_l(X’*y) i<p<j 
* - - tip_ IX’ = j(si x’) i<jlp 
- - - dp- 1 s’ = j(si x’) jlicp 
si(x’*(j-l-(p--l)Y) = (x*j-pY) icpcj 
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Condition (b) is verified analogously. To check condition (c) we must show that if 
x = Sj.y” then s~(x’*_Y) = sj(.r”*y). Without loss of generality we may assume that i <i. 
Then .r = si.? = six” implies that x = ~~_id~.y”, T” . = Si dj ,x’, and dj I’ = di x”. Using these 
facts we see that 
x*y = si(x’*y) 
= si ~j- l(di x”*y) 
= SjSi(djx’*y) 
= sj(x”*y) 
Finally if y = sj y’, then 
si(x’*Sj y’) = sisp+ i_ 1(x’*y’) 
= sp+ j(si x’*y’). 
Thus in case 1, x*y satisfies (a)-(d). 
Case 2. Assume y = si y’. 
In this case define (MY) = sP+ i(x*y’). 
The verification of the conditions is analogous to the above and will be omitted. 
Case 3. Assume x and y are non-degenerate. Note that ci,x*y and x*dqy are defined. 
Furthermore 
and 
dp+s- ,(d,x*y) = p+‘,-z(&x*Y) 
= d, x*&- Iy) 
= d, x*d,y 
4,(x*4, Y) = (x*4 Y),+,- 2 
= d,x*d4y 
Thus, by (1.1) there is a p + q simplex x*y such that 
&(x*y) = (4 x*Y) 
and 
d,+,(x*y) = (x*4 Y) 
Also 
j(x*Y) = j(X*dn Y) 
and 
(x*y)j = (de x*y)j forj<p+q, 
and, by the induction hypothesis, it follows that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Con- 
ditions (c) and (d) are vacuously true. 
Note that the definition of x*y is not unique. But we shall assume that one such 
definition is given once and for all. 
Assume that M admits a join operation *. By properties 2.1 (c) and (d), * may be 
extended by linearity to a homomorphism I: C,(M; R) 0 C,(M; R) --t C,(M; R). For 
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convenience we introduce a sign into the definition of [, that is if .‘c and y are simplices, then 
define [(x @ y) = P*J. 
With the above notation, using Definitions 1.2 and 2.1 where 1 is the identity map and 
i(a) = ~7, a direct computation yields 
PROPOSITION 2.3. As endomorphisms of C,(M; R) @ c,(M; R) we hate the identity 
(i 0 q(i 0 a) + (i 63 [)(A 0 1) + Al = i 0 1. 
Note that the multiplication c does not make C,(M; R) into a Hopf algebra. In fact 
if a, 6~ C,(M; R) were primitive chains, then L[(a @ 6) = a 0 b in c:,(M; R) 0 C,(M; R). 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that ilf is a reduced set complex which admits a join operation * 
(see 2.1 and 2.2). Then 
Cotor c*w; R)# 
-P7 4 
(R, R) = (op’@’ R) ;;; ; ; 
and 
Tor $;v;; R)#(R> R) = 
if p = 1 
ifp>l 
Proof. Let 8;: B_,,, + B_p-l,q be the differential (1.3). Since Ker 8; = PC4 (ill; R), by 
Proposition (1.4) it suffices to show that Ker a;+ 1 = Im 8; for p 2 1. 
A monomial of simplices C[x, 1 . . * Ix,] E B_,,, is said to have filtration r if dim xp = r. 
Let OE B_,,,(p > 1) be a 8’ cycle and assume that no summand of 0 has filtration less than r. 
We shall find an element $ E B_ p+ ,,q such that 8 - a’$ has no summand of filtration less 
than r and fewer summands of filtration r. Since 0 is a finite sum of monomials and r < q, 
an iteration of this procedure will show that 8~Irn 8’. 
Choose a non-zero monomial of simplices C[x, 1 . . . Ix,] in 8 with filtration r and let 
8’ = [x1 1 1. . Jxp_, jy] be the sum of all monomials of 0 whose first factors are [xl] * * * Jx~_~. 
Then YE C,(M; R). 
Note that 3’0’ = [Xl] . . . ]Xp_l]Ay] + terms of higher filtration. Since 8’ has minimal 
filtration, no other monomial of 3’6 could have [_Yr] . . . IXp_1 for its first factors. Since 
8’0 = 0, we must have [xl ] . . . l&y] = 0 and thus Ay = 0. 
Define 
z = &?I 0 y) 
andset $ = [x~I...I~,_~~z]EB_~+~ q , . Then a’$ = [x1 1.. * ~.~,_~~iiis] + terms of higher filtra- 
tion. But since y is primitive, by Proposition 2.3, & = x~__~ 0 y + terms of higher 
filtration. That is to say a’$ = 6’ + terms of higher filtration. Thus 0 - a’$ has minimal 
filtration 2 r, and fewer terms of filtration r than 0. 
The statement about Tor is proven by the same techniques as above using the coproduct 
given by the dual of c. We leave the details to the reader. 
Using a spectral sequence comparison theorem, it is proven in [6] that given an algebra 
homomorphism f: A + B of connected graded algebras A and B over R such that TorJ: 
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Tor,(R, R) + Tor,(R, R) is an isomorphism, then] : A -+ B is an isomorphism. Now assume 
that the sequence (c*)’ -+ c* -+ Q -+ 0 is split exact where c’* = c*(.&I; R). This is easily 
seen to be the case if R is a field or if icI is a finite complex. Then the splitting extends to an 
algebra map f: TQ + C* where TQ is the tensor algebra on the indecomposable elements. 
Since 
Tor;QP.“(R, R) = Q4 
ifp= 1 
0 ifp > 1, 
it is easy to see that Tar/ is an isomorphism. Thus we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that M is a reduced set complex which admits a join operation. 
Further assume there is a splitting Q -+ c*. Then C*(M; R) is isomorphic to the tensor 
algebra on the indecomposable cochains. 
$3. TOPOLOGICAL RESULTS 
For the rest of the paper we make the following assumptions: X is a simply connected 
topological space with basepoint, M = S(X) is the singular set complex defined in the first 
section, R is a P.I.D. and H,(X; R) has finite type. 
Let &+. be the cobar construction for C,(:M; R). In addition to the “external” 
differential a’ (see (1.3)), there is an “internal” difrerential d”:B_,,, -+ B_,,4_I defined by 
d”[a,l-..la,] = i~1[8,1...~6,_,~aail...la,] 
Define a singly graded complex by B, = 
_&“B-P.q. S 
ince 8’8” + d”d’ = 0, the map 
3 = 3’ + a”: B, + B,_, is a differential. 
PROPOSUION 3.1. Under the above assumptions 
8,(B,, 3) z R,(nX; R) as R modules. 
Proof. See [I]. Note that this theorem of Adams has been strongly generalized in [2]. 
However, the original theorem will be sufficient to obtain our main topological result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the aboce assumptions 
H,(s- ‘PC,(X; R), a) zz H,(RX; R) 
H*(s- ‘QC*(X; R), 6) z H”(RX; R). 
Proof. The bigraded complex B,,, gives rise to two spectral sequences (p. 341 [5]). 
The one obtained by filtering B,,, with respect to the primary degree is a special case of the 
Eilenberg Moore spectral sequence [2]. We shall consider instead the spectral sequence 
obtained by filtering B,,, with respect to the secondary degree. In this case d,, = 15’ and so, 
by Theorem 2.4, 
-%4 = 
PC,W; RI ifp=l 
0 ifp>l 
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Clearly dr is the usual differential i; on Ei l,q = PC&&f; R) and thus 
E’_ L,q = H,(PC,(M; R),Z) = H,_,(s- ‘PC,(M; R), 2). 
Since EZ -P,q = 0 if p > 1, the spectral sequence collapses. Thus 
El l,q = E” l,q z H,_ l(RX; R). 
The proof of the dual statement proceeds in an analogous manner and will be omitted. 
In what follows, let Q*(X; R) = s-‘QC*(X; R). Then Q* is a cochain complex for the 
singular cohomology groups H*(RX; R). The natural projection <: B”-’ ---* B-l*” -+ 
Q”- l(X; R) is the edge h omomorphism of the spectral sequence in the proof of the last 
theorem. Thus t induces an isomorphism on the cohomology groups. The natural injection 
p : c’“(X; R) + B"- ’ defined by pa = [a] is a cochain map of degree - 1. The composite 
r = tp:c”(X; R) -+ p-‘(A’; R) is just the projection of the cochain complex onto inde- 
composable cochain complex. This map r induces a homomorphism a:H”(X; R) + 
H”-‘(RX; R) which may be identified with the loop suspension homomorphism (see p. 78 
[71). 
The next proposition follows directly from the above. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let aEir”(X; R). Then 7c1 is n cocycle in (2”-‘(X; R) ifand only if 6a 
is decomposable in e”(X; R). Furthermore, 7a cobounds if and only if n is cohomologous 
to a decomposable cochain. Thus Ker o c H*(X; R) may be characterized as the set of all 
classes which are representable by decomposable cochains. 
We now recall the definition of the k-fold Massey product U = (L[,, . . , 21") (see [4]). 
We say that U has a defining system of cochains A if there are cochains ii = {u,,~}, 1 I i I 
j- 1 
i I k, (i,j) # (1, k), such that u,,~ is a cocycle representative for ui and &z,,~ = c ZiTl a,+ I,j 
r=i 
k-l 
for all (i,j) # (1, k). Then the cocycle c(A) = c 5,,,a,+,,, is called the related cocycle. 
r=1 
We define U to be the subset of H*(X; R) consisting of all classes of reIated cocycles c(A) 
as A runs through the collection of defining systems of U. 
By Proposition 3.3, it is immediate that crU = (0) (CompareTheorem 5 [4]). Now assume 
that OEU. Thus there is a defining system A and a cochain CI,,~ such that &I,,, = c(A). 
Again by Proposition 3.3, TCI~,~ represents a class in H*(0X; R). Define U, to be the subset 
of all classes of H*(!AY; R) which are representable by cocycles ~a,,, as above. Then U, 
is a kth order operation from H*(X; R) to H*(RX; R). 
Let II and u be p and q dimensional cohomology classes in H*(X; R) and let a and b be 
cocycle representatives of these classes. By the commutativity of the cohomolo,T cup 
product, there is a cochain c E Cpfq-r(X; R) such that 6c = ab + &ba where E = (- l)pqf’. 
By Proposition 3.3, TC represents a cohomology class in HP q-2(RX; R). The set of all 
classes thus representable will be a secondary operation denoted by 
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It is easy to check that this is a coset of Im D in H piq-2(RX; R). In general, GU cv is a 
member of this coset. 
The above examples are special cases of a large class of higher order operations of 
several variables from H*(X; R) to H*(RX; R). These operations will be called matrix loop 
operations. They may be viewed as higher order analogues of the loop suspension homo- 
morphism. In a later paper, the author shall show that the matrix loop operations generate 
H*(RX; R) as a module over R. 
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